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extracting extra gas is much more efficient by grouping up your liberators and extractors.

the right side anti-air is only slightly more effective than the left side anti-air, but the
extra liberators on the left side mean less liberators on the right side. if you have 4

liberators and 5 extractors, extract 3 from the liberators (they still have the "extracting
minerals" icon, but don't show up on the minimap), and 2 from the extractors, placing one

on each side. if you want to take the second expansion, then do the same for the
tal'darim. extracting resources from the tal'darim's base is less efficient, and only really

worthwhile if you have way more liberators than extractors. at the time of writing,
however, it seems that they are not using their "nearby resource extraction" ability and
thus a liberator will have to take all the extractors in one go. i would not recommend it,

but you can try it if you want. while you are extracting from the tal'darim base, the
liberators can help defend your base by destroying the units trying to take it. depending
on how many liberators you have, it is also recommended that you start placing them

next to the extractors and outside of your base to help with the defense. to cut down on
money lost to software piracy, the openexr group worked to standardize file formats. this

resulted in a standardized container for images, called the openexr file format. the
openexr file format supports high-quality images, and the resulting file sizes are

considerably smaller than competing formats such as jpeg and tiff. openexr files may be
read by most existing image viewing software, and while they are generally smaller than

competing formats, they are just as feature-rich. so far, the openexr format has been
adopted as the standard image format by most of the major software companies that

make image viewers. the openexr format is now available as a standard image format for
jpeg 2000. in addition, openexr supports the jpeg 2000, jpeg xr and png file formats.
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if you have access to a
surveyor, you can place it
in the corner of the map

(outside of your base) and
it will take the extractor

from the left and bring it to
the corner of the map as
well. the right corner of
your base will be very

useful if you are building
extractors on the left,

because it will take your
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extractors and bring them
to the right side of the

base, where you can take
the novabackup extractors,

just like in the picture
below. a surveyor takes 2

novabackup extractors and
can be used by 1 of your 5
(or less) extractors. once

you get access to the
extractors for novabackup,

you should immediately
take one in the center-

center, because it will take
it from the left and bring it
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to the center of the base,
where you can keep it and
move it to the side of your

base if you are in need.
with novabackup

extractors, you can have at
least 1 per base, but it can
be more if you want. you

will be able to get 5
extractors with

novabackup, and you can
take 2-3 at a time in the

center-left and one on the
right side of the base. the

left side of the base is more
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useful for having a liberator
defending your left, while
the right side of the base
can be used for having

liberators defending your
right and the center-left.

the nova, in case you didn't
know, is a family of

machines that can be built
by the player. they are the
common anti-aircraft sniper

of reaper's dominion and
are loaded with high tech

machinery to ensure that a
player can extract an area
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of a map in a manner that
cannot be done by the

player or a bot. the nova is
fairly easy to design, but

takes quite a bit of time to
construct. just build the

worktable in your base, and
then you can design the

rest of the machine.
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